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Runtime:140 min2016 -    2017 (Ended)
Genres:Dramedy
Network:Star TV
Yüksek Sosyete is a Turkish dramedy series which aired on Star TV. The series premiered on June 14, 2016.
 
 It's about two different worlds. The first world is Kerem's (Engin Öztürk) world. Kerem is a hard-working man, his parents work in a rich family's house. Kerem always helps their grandson and his best friend Mert (Ozan Dolunay) in everything. One day Mert's grandmother wants him to manage Oliva supermarket. Mert can't manage it so he wants Kerem to manage the supermarket for one month to make Kerem make his own work. The other world is Cansu's (Hazar Ergüçlü) world. Cansu is the youngest of her family. She's been always hated by her mother and was told that she brings bad luck to her. Cansu enjoys having fun and being normal, not the way her mother want her to live. One day her mother makes a date for Cansu and Mert. But the date fails so she goes to a café and sees a woman that reads the future. The woman told Cansu that she will love a poor man in a workplace. Cansu goes to work in Oliva supermarket and meets her new friend Ece (Meriç Aral) and also meets Kerem.
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Cansu Koran
Hazar Ergüçlü
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Kerem Özkan
Engin Öztürk
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Mert
Ozan Dolunay
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Ece
Meriç Aral
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Bedia Çalhan
Aliye Uzunatağan
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Can Korhan
Özgün ÇOBAN
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Reviews (0)
There are no reviews of the series Yüksek Sosyete.
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TV Guide
Choose per series where you want be kept informed of. For instance new episodes or start of a new season.
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Looking for new series? There must be one among the more than 21.300 series. And otherwise the community of 503.000 members can assist you.


Everything about TV-series
We have all the information about your favorite TV series. From the latest news or reviews till a list of the episodes.
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